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The main subject of this article is the structure of the formation of real contracts. 
The object of this research is to provide a valuable reference to the Chinese 
lawmakers about the choice whether reserve the system of real contracts or not. 
Except for the introduction and conclusion, this article is divided into four chapters. 
The first chapter is focused on the emergence of real contracts in the Roman law. 
Originally, Real contracts belong to the obligatio re contracta. They are conventions 
that the contracting parties contracted in the mode of giving the res credita. In the 
constitution structure, to give is the foundation of the formation of real contracts, res 
credita limits the particular types from its background, convention is the subjective 
essential factor to create the obligation. 
The second chapter mainly refers to the evolution of real contracts in the 
continental law from the fifth century until the eighteenth century. The Germanic 
contract law in early medieval time as Roman law is characteristic of formalism. The 
declaration that there were also real contracts in the Germanic law has less theoretic 
significance, because the Germanic law did not have the system of actions which was 
the foundation of real contracts in the Roman law. 
It is obvious that the theory of real contracts limitedly returned to the Roman law 
tradition in the late medieval time. Later, the legal humanists directly promoted the 
subjective intentional essential to the level of constitution elements of the contracts 
mentioned above in the course of creation of a systemic contract theory.  
The Spanish natural law school concentrated on the classification of contracts in the 
course of the constitution of the systemic contract theory. According to the new 
methods of the classification, each specific real contract was classified again in the 
light of its gratuitous or onerous nature. However, the rule of their formation did not 
change. The natural law school in the seventeenth century on the one hand preceded 
the systemic path of contract theory and proposed the rule of solus consensus obligat, 
on the other hand accepted the reservation of real contracts in the positive law. As a 
result, the problem of recognizing the pactum to contract specific real contract or not 
emerged seriously. 















contracts in the modern time and mainly relates to whether the real contract system 
conflicts with consensualism or not. In the point of the author, real contract is a 
contract that the contracting parties reach an agreement by the means of delivery. This 
definition on the one hand returns to the Roman law tradition according to which 
delivery is the fundamental factor to create the obligation, on the other hand conforms 
to the thesis that real contract is also a contract. In virtue of such definition, real 
contract is just a contract that to be contracted by the existent form and, it actually 
doesn’t conflict with consensualim. 
In great degree, the legal tradition urges the traditional and untraditional real 
contracts to be reserved into some modern civil codes. But the fundamental reason 
why the traditional real contracts are reserved and the legal tradition is followed is 
that the lawmakers discover the social fact that the contracting mode mentioned is 
what the contracting parties usually adopt. 
The fourth chapter relates to what will be the final choice of the Chinese lawmakers 
on the real contracts system. In the opinion of the author, it is not persuasive that real 
contracts should be abolished and these contracts can be formed only by the formless 
agreement, because most of the real contracts are gratuitous and have not direct 
business significance. But the onerous traditional real contracts are exceptions. It 
more conforms to the intention of contracting parties that the contracts just mentioned 
are recognized as consensual contracts as other onerous one. 
Because untraditional real contracts have used the legislative techniques of the 
traditional real contracts, it could be accepted as long as such employment is for the 
public interests. It could not be accepted to compare the formation structure of some 
contracts with the structure of traditional real contracts and amplify the types of the 
real contracts thereby. 
Through the above analysis, the author expect to point that it will more conform to 
the reality if adopt the situational attitude in the situation of real contracts. It is 
arbitrary that one contract is maintained absolutely to be real one or not. The design of 
legal norms which are dispositive in the nature should reflect the usual intention of the 
contracting parties to the max. 
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